Formula Student - Dynamics

What does volunteering with the Dynamics Team entail?

- Working with the best team in the world
- Delivering high energy, highly polished dynamic competition events.

The roles on offer are varied and you can take on as much or as little responsibility as you’re comfortable with:

- Recording driver and car numbers
- Observing and logging driving penalties
- Leading teams of between 3 and 30
- Taking responsibility for running an event as an Event Captain.

The dynamic events of Formula Student include:

- Acceleration – a 70m drag to test the straight line acceleration of the cars
- Skidpad – a figure of eight course that tests the cornering ability of the cars
- Sprint – a point to point time trial which tests the all out performance of the cars and decides the running order for the Endurance
- Endurance – a 22km closed circuit event with driver change at the half way point which tests the cars’ reliability, overall performance and the fuel and carbon efficiency

All roles have one purpose - to work together to enable the student teams to complete on a level playing field in as stress free, safe and efficient way possible.

Why is this the best team in the world?

- Clear vision
- Great camaraderie
- Achieving fantastically rewarding results
- Working in an exciting and fast paced environment.

It is also a unique and eye catching way to develop your competencies as you work towards chartership and provide a different perspective for your CV. Many volunteers come back year after year and find that the opportunities to become involved in the Dynamics Committee and help influence the future success of the competition to be highly rewarding.

While experience, vision, negotiation, communication and leadership skills are required for the roles that have more responsibility, the whole team ethos is to provide training and support to provide opportunities to develop individual personal and professional skills and also provide Formula Student with a solid base of experienced volunteers to deliver world class dynamic events.

What we want to achieve at the Volunteer Conference is to showcase what the Dynamics Committee have been working on, highlight the opportunities for volunteers and get an understanding of how our volunteers see the events developing and what they would like to get from them.

Andy Ringland, Chief Event Captain, Formula Student
Interested in Volunteering at Formula Student? Applications are now open please complete your application on [http://www.formulastudent.com/formula-student/GetInvolved](http://www.formulastudent.com/formula-student/GetInvolved)

If you’ve never been to Formula Student before why not attend the 2014 competition? 6 – 7 July 2014, Silverstone Circuit
Tickets and year books can be purchased via the Formula Student shop [http://shop.imeche.org](http://shop.imeche.org) discounts are available for Institution Members.

Keep up to date with the latest Formula Student news

- [www.facebook.com/formulastudent](http://www.facebook.com/formulastudent)
- [www.linkedin.com/groups/IMechE-Formula-Student-Alumni-4530486](http://www.linkedin.com/groups/IMechE-Formula-Student-Alumni-4530486)
- @formulastudent For live results at Formula Student @FSUKLive